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ABSTRACT

With the precision of mass spectrometer going higher and the emergence of data

independence acquisition (DIA), the file size is increasing rapidly. Beyond the

widely-used open format mzML (Deutsch 2008), near-lossless or lossless

compression algorithms and formats have emerged. The data precision is often

related to the instrument and subsequent processing algorithms. Unlike storage-

oriented formats, which focusing more on lossless compression and compression

rate, computation-oriented formats focus as much on decoding speed and disk

read strategy as compression rate. Here we describe "Aird", an opensource and

computation-oriented format with controllable precision, flexible indexing

strategies and high compression rate. Aird uses JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

for metadata storage, multiple indexing, and reordered storage strategies for

higher speed of data randomly reading. Aird also provides a novel compressor

called Zlib-Diff-PforDelta (ZDPD) for m/z data compression. Compared with

Zlib only, m/z data size is about 65% lower in Aird, and merely takes 33%

decoding time.

Availability
Aird SDK is written in Java, which allow scholars to access mass spectrometry
data efficiently. It is available at https://github.com/Propro-Studio/Aird-SDK
AirdPro can convert vendor files into Aird files, which is available at
https://github.com/Propro-Studio/AirdPro
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Introduction

As integrity biological digital samples, vendor files are ideal for long-term storage for

their high compression rate. However, due to cross-platform compatibility and software

adaptation differences, Converting vendor files to other formats before data analysis is

necessary. It is often discussed that the accuracy of converted files is lossless or near-

lossless. Data precision is mainly determined by the accuracy of the mass spectrometer

and analytical parameters, rather than the data digits stored. Using too many digits for

calculation leads to a waste of computing resources, as well as lower calculation speed

and software instability. Large files also bring a high cost of memory and bandwidth. In

recent research, there are two directions on mass spectrometry (MS) data compression.

One is the development of a new file format, the other is an exploration of a better data

compressor. The MS-Numpress(Teleman, Dowsey et al. 2014) is a set of compressors

providing algorithms with controllable precision. Considering the difference in the

precision of intensity and m/z, MS-Numpress provides different near-lossless

compression strategies. MassComp (Yang, Chen et al. 2019) presents a lossless

compressor target on the m/z dimension, and it only works on mzXML (Pedrioli, Eng et

al. 2004). The above two approaches are based on the mzXML or mzML(Deutsch 2008)

format, which is unable to change the index of the spectrum data. Mz5(Wilhelm,

Kirchner et al. 2012) and Toffee(Tully 2020) are two new file formats. They both use

HDF5 as their core storage technology. MzDB(Bouyssie, Dubois et al. 2015) uses SQLite

database technology for storage, which makes the random access file reading more

flexible and simple. However, without specific libraries or software, these files are not

readable (Teleman, Dowsey et al. 2014). A new format often brings much more
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additional work, such as adaptation to existing analysis software, build-up of software for

file conversion, and compatibility with existing controllable vocabularies. However,

when we use these data for calculation rather than long-term preservation, it is necessary

to provide data with compatible precision and metadata information for software. Data

not related to analysis is removed so as to reduce the cost of bandwidth and memory. In

addition, the developers of the analysis software and the new format are often not the

same. Therefore, the update progress of them are always not in accordance. Software

often fails to take advantage of the full capabilities of the new format version.

Here, we describe Aird-- A new format with controllable precision and information. It

uses controllable precision and multiple index strategies to reconstruct the whole mass

spectrum file, which makes it a more suitable data format for the computational process.

The advantages of the Aird are as follows:

1. Faster decompression speed. Aird can decompress an m/z array of 400 megabytes per

second;

2. Higher compression ratio, which can significantly reduce memory usage and

bandwidth;

3. More flexible file reading strategies by multiple indexing strategies, which can

improve block read speed and reduce memory usage;

Aird includes a metadata file and a spectrum data file. The metadata file contains the

necessary information from the controllable vocabularies, which is stored as JSON file.

For the large spectrum data (mainly m/z and intensity), Aird stores it with controllable

precision. Users can set the necessary precision when converting the vendor files. After
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determining the required precision, Aird converts the floating-point m/z array to integer

array. Because the m/z array is ordered in each spectrum, it is an effective way to

compress relatively small deltas of adjacent integers instead of the large integers

themselves. Aird uses the FastPfor library for differential coding of integer arrays

(Lemire, Boytsov et al. 2016). The FastPfor library uses the Single Instruction Multiple

Data (SIMD) technology, benefiting Aird to encode and decode the data faster with a

high compression ratio.

Here we provide two tools for developers to use and understand Aird.

1. Aird SDK: The SDK of Aird data accessing for both Java and C# languages.

2. Aird Pro: A GUI client for data conversion from vendor file to Aird file. The vendor

file reader API is from MSConvert(Adusumilli and Mallick 2017).

Materials and Methods

Fig.1. (A) Traditional mzXML-like indexing, MS data is sorted by retention time. The retention time and
spectrum start position are stored as an index. (B) Generally used in DDA, each MS1 spectrum is followed
by 0-N MS2 spectrums. Extracted ion chromatogram is generally calculated in successive MS1 spectrums,
so reorder MS1 spectrums to put them in the same physical file block can speed up file reads. (C) Generally
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used in SWATH/DIA, every MS2 spectrum belongs to a certain m/z SWATH window. MS2 spectrums in
the same window will be frequently accessed and calculated. Reordering is essential for fast file I/O.

An overview of the Aird data structure is shown in Fig.1 and the main methods are

described here:

Multiple indexing and storage strategies:

The storage of mass spectrometry data includes two parts: the index strategy and the

actual storage location in the disk. For example, mzXML provides an index strategy by

storing the scanning number and start position of each spectrum, as it stores specific MS

data in the order of scanning number. Each scanning number represents a specific

retention time (RT). The indexing strategy of mzXML is inflexible. Considering the Data

Independent Acquisition (DIA) and Data Dependent Acquisition (DDA), Aird described

three indexing and storage strategies:

1. RT-MS index: This is one of the most traditional indexing strategies, which is also

used in mzXML and mzML format. This strategy is an efficient way to access successive

spectrums. MS data are also linearly arranged by RT and stored in the file.

2. MS1-MS2 Group index: Considering DDA, each MS1 spectrum will correspond to

zero or multiple MS2 spectrums. Adjacent MS1 spectrums are often taken out together to

calculate the Extracted Ion Chromatogram (XIC). Therefore, Aird will reorder the

spectrum data and put the data of MS1 together as one MS1 group. The MS2 groups

corresponding to each MS1 will be put together. The start position of the MS1 group and

MS2 group will be added as the new index data.

3. Precursor m/z range-MS2 Group index: Considering DIA/SWATH, each MS2

spectrum corresponds to a specified precursor m/z range. Aird also builds special index
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structures to speed up block reading for a particular m/z range. The MS2 groups

corresponding to each specified precursor m/z range.

JSON format for metadata storage

JSON is a lightweight data exchange format with similar readability and extensibility as

XML. However, with the same semantics, JSON uses much less text than XML, which

also makes the JSON file smaller (See Fig.2A). JSON is a subset of JavaScript, making it

better in terms of web performance and parsing speed. Just like the mzXML Schema, we

also provide a JSON Aird Schema(https://aird.oss-cn-

beijing.aliyuncs.com/AirdMetaData.json). A detail description for every field in the

Aird metadata is attached in the Supplementary Table.S1-Table.S8.

Zlib-Diff-PforDelta (ZDPD) algorithm for m/z compression:

The m/z array has the following characteristics

1. In metabolomics and proteomics, the fragment mass is generally between 0 and 3000;

2. The m/z arrays are ordered;

3. In m/z array, there will be several consecutive Numbers close to each other, and the

difference of these Numbers is relatively small and fixed;

We build a new compressor ZDPD. The brief principle of ZDPD is shown in Fig.2B.

Aird takes the integer type as the storage type for m/z array. If the needed data precision

is 10 ppm (100 daltons to calculate), then the precision can be accurate to 3 decimal

places (dp). If 0.1 ppm is needed, 5 dp is necessary. The m/z array in each spectrum is an

ordered array. Aird achieves the best compression rate by combining FastPfor and Zlib
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algorithms reasonably. FastPfor library is a suitable compressor to store deltas between

adjacent integers, benefiting from its special optimization. It also supports SIMD

acceleration (Lemire, Boytsov et al. 2016). After compressing the sorted integers, Aird

uses the Zlib algorithm to compress the delta values, which can achieve a better result

than only using the Zlib or FastPfor algorithm. The combination of the two algorithms

perfectly utilizes the prior characteristics of m/z array.

We test the data on an open dataset (Li, Lu et al. 2018) with a normal desktop computer

(CPU: i7 7700K 4.4GHz, Disk: 5900R HDD, Memory:16GB). 8 files from AB SCIEX

TripleTOF 6600 and 8 files from Thermo QE Orbitrap are mixed together for the test.

The standard golden set (Rost, Rosenberger et al. 2014) and HYE datasets (Navarro,

Kuharev et al. 2016) are also tested in the supplementary. The MSConvert version is

3.0.20196-20896b6b1

RESULTS

Some open datasets (Li, Lu et al. 2018) are chosen to test the Aird algorithm. We

compare data size, comparison ratio, encoding time, and decoding time with four

different precision. Zlib, FastPfor, Aird, and Numpress are also compared (See

Fig.2C,2D,2E).
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Fig.2 (A) Meta data with the same content is stored in format of json and xml, and the files generated by
Thermo QE and Sciex TOF. File size increased by about 65% when transferred from json to xml for TOF
files, and 1.7 times for files from Thermo QE. (B)The principle of ZDPD algorithm. (C) The compression
size compared with Zlib using each compression algorithm. The ratio increases as the accuracy improves.
ZDPD algorithm shows the best performance. (D) The encoding time for each algorithm. Due to SIMD
support, the FastPfor algorithm is extremely fast. (E) The decoding time for each algorithm. Decoding time
is one of the most important parameters in the computation - oriented process. Although ZDPD is not the
fastest, the performance of ZDPD algorithm is the most balanced when combining the compression rate
and decoding speed rate.

Metadata information is usually read into the memory for quick preview of file

information. Unlike mass spectrometry data, metadata usually exists in memory for a

long time, while mass spectrometry data should be loaded into memory only during

calculation. Although metadata is less than 5M, when loading a project contains hundreds

of experimental files. It will also take up more than 500MB of memory. The JSON

format can make file preview faster and reduce memory usage. XML and JSON format

are used to store the same content to compare the storage size of the two formats (see

Fig.2A). Due to the elimination of redundant tag information in XML, JSON format file

is obviously smaller than XML format file.
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In terms of actual size, the m/z data size compressed by the Aird algorithm is 65% of it of

Zlib. When using OpenSWATH(Rost, Rosenberger et al. 2014), MZMine (Pluskal,

Castillo et al. 2010), XCMS (Smith, Want et al. 2006) or other software, XIC is a very

frequent and common calculation step. Due to the increasing size of MS data, it becomes

more and more difficult to decode the mass spectrum data and put it into memory.

Decoding speed has become one of the bottlenecks of the whole workflow. ZDPD

algorithm also performs well in decoding speed due to the SIMD support. The decoding

time is only 33% of it of Zlib. That means, with the same I/O strategy, Aird uses only

half of the memory to complete the calculation compared with Zlib, but can increases the

decompression speed by three times. For the intensity array, Aird uses the Zlib

compressor with 1dp precision. As an option, Aird also offers an optional compression

algorithm that can result in precision loss of up to 0.25%.

DISCUSSION

Comparison Ratio for Compressor

Digital properties of intensity arrays vary across instruments. Duplicate intensities are

more tend to be produced by Time of Flight (TOF) spectrometer. This is a very favorable

characteristic of the Zlib algorithm. Besides, m/z arrays with more numbers within the

same range will have a higher compression rate as their delta values are smaller.

Therefore, under the same conditions, the more the number of fragments contained in the

sample, the higher the compression rate. So we can't come up with a stable and absolute

conclusion to express the exact compression performance of Aird files. It is also unfair to

compare the absolute size between near-lossless and lossless formats. Although we
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provide some results regarding size comparison with mzXML and vendor files in the

supplementary, they are only for readers' reference.

File format with supporting analysis platform

As we mentioned in the Introduction Chapter. Software often fails to take advantage of

the full capabilities of the new format version. In addition to a compressor for m/z array,

we also developed two omics platforms for Aird- Propro and MetaPro. Propro provides a

whole workflow for DIA/SWATH and PRM proteomics, which is also a web-based

platform with abundant visualization. Propro remains in internal testing, but you can

follow the development progress in the Github (https://github.com/Propro-Studio/Propro)

as it is an open-source project; MetaPro provides a whole process for targeted and

untargeted metabolomics. By using Aird, both of the two platforms perform well in data

processing.
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compression of MS data. To facilitate ease of adoption, the algorithms target the binary
data in the mzML standard, and support in main proteomics tools is already available.
Using a test set of 10 representative MS data files we demonstrate typical file size
decreases of 90% when combined with traditional compression, as well as read time
decreases of up to 50%. It is envisaged that these improvements will be beneficial for
data handling within the MS community.

Tully, B. (2020). "Toffee - a highly efficient, lossless file format for DIA-MS." Sci Rep 10(1):
8939.

The closed nature of vendor file formats in mass spectrometry is a significant barrier to
progress in developing robust bioinformatics software. In response, the community has
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developed the open mzML format, implemented in XML and based on controlled
vocabularies. Widely adopted, mzML is an important step forward; however, it suffers
from two challenges that are particularly apparent as the field moves to high-throughput
proteomics: large increase in file size, and a largely sequential I/O access pattern.
Described here is 'toffee', an open, random I/O format backed by HDF5, with lossless
compression that gives file sizes similar to the original vendor format and can be
reconverted back to mzML without penalty. It is shown that mzML and toffee are
equivalent when processing data using OpenSWATH algorithms, in additional to novel
applications that are enabled by new data access patterns. For instance, a peptide-centric
deep-learning pipeline for peptide identification is proposed. Documentation and
examples are available at https://toffee.readthedocs.io, and all code is MIT licensed at
https://bitbucket.org/cmriprocan/toffee.

Wilhelm, M., et al. (2012). "mz5: space- and time-efficient storage of mass spectrometry data
sets." Mol Cell Proteomics 11(1): O111 011379.

Across a host of MS-driven-omics fields, researchers witness the acquisition of ever
increasing amounts of high throughput MS data and face the need for their compact yet
efficiently accessible storage. Addressing the need for an open data exchange format, the
Proteomics Standards Initiative and the Seattle Proteome Center at the Institute for
Systems Biology independently developed the mzData and mzXML formats, respectively.
In a subsequent joint effort, they defined an ontology and associated controlled
vocabulary that specifies the contents of MS data files, implemented as the newer mzML
format. All three formats are based on XML and are thus not particularly efficient in
either storage space requirements or read/write speed. This contribution introduces mz5,
a complete reimplementation of the mzML ontology that is based on the efficient,
industrial strength storage backend HDF5. Compared with the current mzML standard,
this strategy yields an average file size reduction to approximately 54% and increases
linear read and write speeds approximately 3-4-fold. The format is implemented as part
of the ProteoWizard project and is available under a permissive Apache license.
Additional information and download links are available from
http://software.steenlab.org/mz5.

Yang, R., et al. (2019). "MassComp, a lossless compressor for mass spectrometry data." BMC
Bioinformatics 20(1): 368.

BACKGROUND: Mass Spectrometry (MS) is a widely used technique in biology
research, and has become key in proteomics and metabolomics analyses. As a result, the
amount of MS data has significantly increased in recent years. For example, the MS
repository MassIVE contains more than 123TB of data. Somehow surprisingly, these data
are stored uncompressed, hence incurring a significant storage cost. Efficient
representation of these data is therefore paramount to lessen the burden of storage and
facilitate its dissemination. RESULTS: We present MassComp, a lossless compressor
optimized for the numerical (m/z)-intensity pairs that account for most of the MS data.
We tested MassComp on several MS data and show that it delivers on average a 46%
reduction on the size of the numerical data, and up to 89%. These results correspond to an
average improvement of more than 27% when compared to the general compressor gzip
and of 40% when compared to the state-of-the-art numerical compressor FPC. When
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tested on entire files retrieved from the MassIVE repository, MassComp achieves on
average a 59% size reduction. MassComp is written in C++ and freely available at
https://github.com/iochoa/MassComp . CONCLUSIONS: The compression performance
of MassComp demonstrates its potential to significantly reduce the footprint of MS data,
and shows the benefits of designing specialized compression algorithms tailored to MS
data. MassComp is an addition to the family of omics compression algorithms designed
to lessen the storage burden and facilitate the exchange and dissemination of omics data.
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